Regressions in 10x
This page is to report regressions and bugs found in branches/10.x

To who ﬁnd/report a bug:
1/ Test on your website, test on demo, test on diﬀerent version (and log results).
2/ Give short BUT COMPLETE explanation about the problem. (keep the essential remove the rest) - (give way to
reproduce).
3/ Retest regularly and for each test, conﬁrm your input. Change date and improve explanation.
4/ Log any changes and mark as solved IF RESOLVED (pleassssseeeee).
To who is able/volonteer to ﬁx:
1/ (Please) check from time to time the x.x page regression and bugs report.
2/ Choose in speciﬁc bugs within your skill and available time range (estimate).
3/ Be in touch with the person that reported so he can help/update/retest/mark as solved.
4/ If you need to ask another dev something do it (involving back to bug reporter is usually not working - make
things worst).
5/ Be sure you comment the log report with step taken and bug ﬁx completion (svn release, backporting, etc)

Regressions with risk of data loss
or corruption
These must be resolved any Alpha release or dogfood upgrade
Date or
revision
number
12 Dec12 sorry still there
in 44262

dev.tiki.org

Reported
by
geoﬀ

Regression
from version
number

Description
trackerlist plugin is just shown
raw in wysiwyg editor instead of
an editable plugin (ie the
clickable grey box) along with a
spurious image which is the
result of corrupted data in the
Source screen - see email to dev
list 9Nov

2022-07-6

10

Status
Please try r44206 this was ﬁxed once,
broke again, now
ﬁxed again i hope
(and curse r41705
once more!) (jb)
sorry still not ﬁxed
(gb)
cannot reproduce
anywhere except
that one server need more info to
reproduce pls (jb)
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Regressions with security issues
Date or
revision
number

Reported
by

Description

Regression
from version
number

Date or
revision
number goes
here

Reported by
goes here

Description (ideally with a link to issue on
demo.tiki.org/10x/) goes here

version number
goes here

11 Mar 2013

Bsfez

Permission are wrongly applied on search
result when category diﬀers from global. If
global perms for "Can view trackers
(tiki_p_view_trackers)" are not check but
category same perm is check a user will see
tracker's items will not be able to perform a
search including those items (results say "No
pages matched the search criteria"). If global
perm is check and categor is uncheck, the user
won't be able to view the items but able to see
"forbidden data" in a search result.

T10 and Trunk

Status
Status
goes
here

Regressions which prevent the installation
or upgrade
Date or revision
number

Reported by

Description

Date or revision
number goes here

Reported by
goes here

Description (ideally with a link
to issue on demo.tiki.org/10x/)
goes here

Regression from
version number

Status

version number goes
here

Status goes
here

Regressions related to the installation
or upgrade
Date or revision
number

dev.tiki.org

Reported by

Description

2022-07-6

Regression from version
number

Status
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General regressions
Date or
revision
number
23 Nov
12

Reported
by
Bsfez

Regression
from
version
number

Description
I have a random error with "trackerﬁeld_starts. I have NEVER used
this type ﬁeld on this Tiki but still the error showup from time to time.
Tody i catch the error on a wiki page i use for template that doesn't
contain anything tracker (not module or plugin) but ﬁelds references.

Status

Tiki 9 and
Tiki10



25 Nov
12

Bsfez

I have duplicate comment ﬁeld and button on Next. I have hard time
to reproduce but it seams that having both "New Comment" and
"Reply" button active while already writing a comment lead to this
duplication.
https://next.tiki.org/blogpost440-User-Login-Did-You-Know#comments

Tiki 9 and
Tiki10



28 Nov
12

Bsfez

While entering data in the present table on Dev i was previsously able
to add carriage return (shift-return) inside a cell (look previous input).
It is not working anymore.

30 Nov
2012

marclaporte

http://doc.tiki.org/Check is not redirecting to
http://doc.tiki.org/Server+Check even though there is a page alias
Same for http://doc.tiki.org/Menus which should go do
http://doc.tiki.org/Menu (jb)

Ok, it's a
bug that
happens
when an
alias leads
to two
pages. Tiki
ideally
should oﬀer
a link to
both, like it
does when
you try to
edit such a
page

16 Dec
2012

arild

Tracker modiﬁed watching doesn't work. Added a TrackerList plugin,
with a watch button. Activating watch and adding a new tracker item,
does not send an email

Clariﬁcation
is required
(4/02/13)

11 Feb
13

Bsfez

Some help text are displayed in the wrong language on demo10x

Tiki10

11 Feb
13

Bsfez

Side by side translation is broken on T9 and T10 if wysiwyg is
selected. The HARD thing (beside forbidding non-hitech use) is that
switching to wiki won't help as you won't be able to save (all buttons
gone).

Tiki9 & 10

19 Feb
13

Bsfez

Colorbox plugin is broken. Title, Filename ( i guess description too)
are not displayed http://show.tiki.org/10x/colorbox+test

Tiki9 & Tiki
10

dev.tiki.org

2022-07-6

Tiki10
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Date or
revision
number

Reported
by

Regression
from
version
number

Description

19 Feb
13

Bsfez

In tracker, switching text area ﬁeld from wysiwyg to non-wysiwyg
corrupt all the ﬁelds in all the items. Not sure it can be solved quickly,
but we should deﬁnitely add a big warning !

Tiki 10

19 Feb
13

Bsfez

In http://show.tiki.org/10x/tracker3 (now totally corrupted) i tested
wysiwyg in tracker text area ﬁelds. It was working just ﬁne when i
tested on the 31/01/13. I came across today and space were
displayed on all the items "&nbsp;" Can't ﬁnd a commit about it but
may be someone has an idea about the change ?

Tiki10

19 Feb
13

Bsfez

In tracker when using wysiwyg for text area and tracker ﬁeld
"dynamic_list" changing page/item display a warning "Are you sure
you want to navigate away from this page ?" even if nothing was
edited/changed (even if i don't click the edit tab) - Note : If the
preference (tiki_preferences) "feature_wiki_save_draft". When feature
is "n" i have less warning

Tiki10

19 Feb
13

Bsfez

In tracker when using wysiwyg for text area the value weight and
height (could be others) are not applied

Tiki10

20 Feb
13

marclaporte

same row issue

Tiki9

31 Jan 13

marclaporte

maketoc_encoding

6 Mars
13

Bsfez

Cascading dynamic list ﬁeld in tracker is broken again. It is not
anymore possible to select a value from a dynamic list ﬁeld to display
the value of a second dynamic list. Only the ﬁrst one is displayed
properly, the second dropdown is empty. It has been ﬁxed in Tiki6

Tiki9 & 10

14 March
13

Geoﬀ
(eromneg)

Files ﬁeld in trackers does not reliably allow a ﬁle (PDF tested) to be
uploaded using either the simple 'browse' method or the 'drag and
drop' method. Upload starts and then hangs at about 90%

broken in
Tiki 10.1
might be
earlier

Status

Not possible to import an exported tracker
Go to Trackers / Import from CSV
Paste the following
CSV raw data

itemId,status,created,lastModif,"the header field -- 1","the text field -- 2","numeric field - 3","the text area field -- 4","static text -- 5",
1,o,1351363726,1351363726,"","the text","123","The text area","",
2,o,1351363774,1351363774,"","123","1.0","sasa","",
3,o,1351453577,1351453577,"","121212","212121","fhdsakjfashlkhfsda",

results in - Error: Invalid data provided

dev.tiki.org

2022-07-6
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Note: I am importing the tracker back into the same Tiki installation as exported the tracker/CSV ﬁle. "Preserve
tracker ID" is not checked.
Arild
Think you're in the wrong place there - that's for the tracker structure which is not CSV data. Looks like
someone's changed the label, will ﬁx. Import of data happens from the main tracker list and looks like
this: (jb)

Yes, you are right. I was in the wrong place. The new title for the import is much better.
However, ..
Exported trunk tracker
Tracker import

itemId,status,created,lastModif,"Time -- 1","Messages -- 2",
1,o,1355777366,1355777366,"1355777280","fra tiki trunk",

Imported in Tiki 10
Reports
"
2038-01-19 04:14 fra tiki trunk
"
The time is wrong.

Related
Regressions in 9x

dev.tiki.org

2022-07-6
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